
Poker Training: The Ultimate Question 
Train Yourself To Make Reads Using As Much Information As Possible  

And Crush The Competition 

 

Most poker players don’t put enough thought into their decisions. 

Basically, they just look down at their cards, compare them to the board, gauge the strength of their 

hand, and make plays solely based on this. This is first level thinking and it’s why most players are long-

term losers. 

They fail to take into account a majority of the information available, such as (but not limited to): 

• The type of player their opponent is and their tendencies across the streets. 

• History with opponent (notes taken, showdown hands, HUD statistics, etc.). 

• Other players still involved in the hand. 

• Actions taken (and NOT taken) along with bet size choices. 

• Opponent’s range and the board texture. 

• Positions and relative position of the players involved. 

• Stacks and pot sizes. 

• Table and tournament conditions. 

The more information you take into account, the better your decisions will be. 

The best way that I’ve found to train yourself to use as much information as possible is to force yourself 

to ask and answer Poker’s Ultimate Question with every move your opponent makes: 

What are they doing this with? 
To accurately answer this question and make a useful read on your opponent’s range of hands, you 

must take into account as much information as possible from the list above. 

You can use this question both in-game as you play, and during study sessions as you learn from prior 

hands or analyze different strategies. 

The more you use this question, the sooner it’ll become a beneficial poker habit that will allow you to 

make better reads, better exploits and earn more profits. 

 

Below are two situations using Poker’s Ultimate Question to make reads and exploits against opponents 

in actual hands. At each decision point, I’ll give you relevant information on your opponent. Ask and 

answer the question for yourself, decide on the best play Hero should make, then compare your answer 

to mine. 

 



Example 1: Open-raised, Considering a Flop Cbet Bluff 

 

Action: Hero open-raises to 2bb with 33 on the BTN. Villain 12 calls in the SB, Villain 9 folds. 

Relevant information: 

• Villain 12 is a 31/0 fish, with 0% RFI and 38% Call PF 2bet. His Call PF 2bet is 0% (0/1) in the SB.  

• Villain 12 Folds to Flop Cbet 100% (1/1). 

• Villain 12 has a huge 200+ bb stack to start the hand. 

“What is Villain 12 doing this with?” 
Villain 12 is calling with a very wide range in the SB. Even though it’s only 0/1 so far, given his fishy 

nature, we know fish love to defend their blinds with anything worthy of seeing the flop. 

Also, Villain 12 probably doesn’t consider who is in the BB before calling. He just looks at his hand and 

decides whether or not it’s good enough to call and see the flop with. 

Hero can put any broadway (suited and unsuited) in Villain’s calling range, along with AX, suited 

connectors like 54s+, suited-gappers like 75s+ and 96s+, along with KXs and QXs. Probably lots of 

unsuited connectors like 65o+ as well. And don’t forget, all pocket pairs, even AA to slowplay. 

The Flop: 

 

The flop comes 427r and Villain 12 checks. 

Should Hero cbet or check-behind? 
“What is Villain 12 doing this with?” 



Villain 12 is probably checking with 100% of his range. Even flopped sets (77, 44 and 22) will slowplay 

and check with the plan of check-calling or check-raising. TP hands like 97 and K7 will check-call just in 

case Hero has an overpair. Villain’s non-paired hands, which are a majority of his range (like K9s, JTo and 

ATs), are checking as well to hopefully hit a TP on the turn. Even a flopped nut-straight-draw like 56 or a 

gutshot like A3 will check in hopes of catching on the turn for free. 

So, should Hero cbet? 

Solution: Absolutely. Most of Villain’s range missed a pair or draw, and given that he’s folded 100% so 

far, this is a great spot to cbet and just take it down. Position will also help Hero’s cbet work as even fish 

hate playing out of position (OOP). If Hero checks-behind, he allows Villain to hit any pair or draw for 

free, which would not be good for Hero’s baby pair of 33. 

Result: Hero cbets half pot, and Villain 12 folds. 

 

 

Example 2: Considering a Tournament 3bet Shove Resteal 

 

Action: Villain 3 open-raises to 2.5bb, Hero has KTo on the BTN. Two players are still to act in the blinds. 

Should Hero fold, call or 3bet bluff shove? 
 



Relevant information: 

• Tourney situation: Hero is on the money bubble with 5 players remaining, top 4 get paid. His 

stack is in 5th place at the start of the hand. 

• Villain 3 is a 40/25 LAG with RFI at 36% total, with 20% (3/15) in the CO. He also cbets flop 80%. 

• Villain 3 opened 2.5 bb’s, and Hero doesn’t read anything into this bet size; standard for Villain. 

• Villain 3 has open/folded versus a 3bet 100% (1/1) in the CO and 71% (5/7) total. 

• Hero holds KTo; not the best 3bet bluffing hand, nor the best calling hand. However, not 

necessarily bad for either play. 

• The two blinds fold versus steals > 50% (55% for Villain 4 and 54% for Villain 1). 

• The two blinds are both aggressive with 3bet squeeze shoving stacks of their own, and both 

have 3bet in the past: Villain 4 at 14% (6/42) and Villain 1 at 7% (5/69). 

 

“What is Villain 3 doing this with?” 
Villain 3 is open-raising with a wide range, at least 20% of hands, possibly near 30% of hands. The blinds 

fold more than 50% each, and with everyone short-stacked and on the bubble, he could easily just be 

trying to chip up 2bb’s (blinds + antes) to stay alive longer.  

He also likes to cbet, so if Hero calls, he’s likely going to face a 10.51bb shove on any flop, and he only 

has a KT that can’t call unless he hits a pair or strong draw. 

Plus, if Hero calls, he’s opening himself up to facing a 3bet squeeze from either blind.  

So, should Hero fold, call or 3bet bluff shove? 

Solution: Hero should 3bet shove to resteal the pot from the LAG Villain 3 open-raiser and avoid a 3bet 

squeeze shove from either blind which he would hate facing. 3bet shoving now puts maximum pressure 

on all his opponents and is likely to take it down. 

Result: Hero 3bet shoves, and they all fold. Hero wins the 16.91bb pot, a 31% stack increase, and is now 

3rd in chips. 

 

  



Take Action to Develop a Habit of Asking and Answering Poker’s 

Ultimate Question 
Step 1: Write Poker’s Ultimate Question on a sticky note and attach it to your monitor: “What are they 

doing this with?” 

Step 2: Start each of your next 5 play sessions with 1 table for 30 minutes. Anytime somebody enters 

the pot against you, ask and answer this question. Use as much information as possible in your answer. 

If you’re not in the hand, ask and answer it in relation to one of the players in the hand. 

Step 3: Follow up each play session with a 20-minute review session. Find your biggest losing hands and 

ask and answer this question as you review each hand. Find your mistakes, take note of them, and work 

to NOT repeat them in your next session. 

 

 

Take Your Ultimate Poker Question Skills to the Next Level… 

 

Link: https://go.smartpokerstudy.com/HandReadingWorkbook 

 

https://go.smartpokerstudy.com/HandReadingWorkbook
https://go.smartpokerstudy.com/HandReadingWorkbook

